TVA on the Mekong: the semi-abandoned American visionary roots of Mekong Basin hydropower development, #1
The Great Depression, which followed the 1929 global market crash,
whacked the United States sufficiently and persistently so that by 1939, 60%
of the American population still lived below the established poverty line.
Franklin D. Roosevelt (FDR) won the 1932 elections on the platform of a
“New Deal”, predicated upon aggressively pursuing a new national agenda of
social and economic uplift; and promising that after assuming the Presidency in January, 1933, FDR’s “First Hundred Days” would see unprecedented
Federal interventions —in economic policy generally and natural resources
management specifically— within what had traditionally been primarily the
private sector’s sphere One of the most ambitious Federal agencies created
during that brief window was the Tennessee Valley Administration (TVA).
From the time of its first White settlement in the 1760s, Southern Appalachia
—consistently amongst the most isolated, hardscrabble, and underdeveloped
regions of the US with its deeply incised hollows and forbidding mountains,
marginal uplands soils, and extremely flood-prone bottomlands— was a
century later especially hard-hit by the Great Depression and incomes there
were then just over half of the national mean. The regional economy was
long-based on un-mechanized subsistence agriculture and on mining (coal
and metal ores, largely); and while the railroads had long been essential for
supporting the latter extractive industries, surface roadways were few and
poor. The river network was extensive, but most of the Mississippi tributaries
there were non-navigable.

“A decentralization of industry and regional planning on a large scale: a well-wrought
and well-controlled balance between the Jeffersonian dream of an agrarian democracy
and the best characteristics of what so many people like to call the Power Age.”

Massive electrification was then viewed everywhere by progressives as
absolutely the key to economic transformation; and in regions with both
favorable topography and rich-but-untapped water resources, hydroelectric
development would serve not only as the ideal source of power, but could
yield multiple ancillary services including flood control; navigation
improvements; energy-intensive fertilizer production leading to soil renewal;
universal household illumination; and eventual industrialization. Private
sector utilities were viewed —probably correctly —as seeing little profit from
providing non-power benefits; and for whom capital investment in rural
electrification leading to agrarian transformation couldn’t be justified as
cost-effective.

The Norris dam, first major TVA project, completed in 1936

With the Depression’s grip not evidently lessening, only three years after
TVA’s creation its first major subproject was completed and online: the 110
MW Norris Dam —named in honor of the Nebraska senator who had fiercely
opposed and successfully blocked much private utility power development in
the benighted southern Appalachians, and who had authored the legislation
that brought the TVA into existence.
Certainly in its first two decades, the TVA was considered extraordinarily
successful and its leadership —especially so under its third Chairman, David
E. Lilienthal— represented a pinnacle of idealistic, capable, technocratic
public service in the finest American tradition. Its contributions to the war
effort were critical: the Oak Ridge atomic facility (completed in 1944) was
intended to be powered by TVA hydro but later by an onsite dedicated coal
thermal plant, was the main venue for producing enriched uranium; and
new aluminum factories —largely TVA hydro-powered— were essential
towards ensuring US air supremacy.
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Thank God for the TVA

